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(Reference). This beautifully detailed manual gives clear, step-by-step directions from raw materials

to a magnificently finished mandolin through the use of simply-stated texts, photos and templates.

Written by one of America's foremost authorities on acoustic instruments. 56 pages, spiral bound,

including 19 full-sized blueprints covering each phase of construction. Also features a glossary of

terms which enable the reader to more easily follow the instructions.
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Roger Siminoff has done an excellent job of providing drawings far beyond what one might expect

but they are much appreciated. I read both his first version and his new one and even the older

Mandolin book held up after all these years. His newest one includes description of tap tuning as a

bonus.Dave Burley

Decent book, could use more pictures and detail. Spiral bound but in solid shape. Would most likely

still have purchased it even if I had been able to see the entire content. Shipping from the seller was

slow and the e-mail that I sent inquiring about the shipment status went unanswered.

This book of instructions, pictures and prints fully met my expectations. I have the neck,sides and

top roughed out and will begin work on the back. This is just a fill job when the weather doesn't

cooperate with outside activities but the slower pace gives me time to evaluate the job and plan the



next step. All is going well with the project. I am anxious to try my hand at tuning the front and back

and to finally hear the tone quality. Don

This book covers everything and more that you need to know to build your own mandolin, verry

informative, every inspiring builder should vest in this book

It's a great!...build my first mandolin using these instructions...very detailed....couldn't have done it

without this book.
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